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ABSTRACT  
Vectorized small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are widely used to induce specific mRNA degradation in 
the intracellular compartment of eukaryotic cells. Recently, we developed efficient cationic lipid-
based siRNA vectors (siRNA lipoplexes or siLex) containing sodium alginate (Nalg-siLex) with superior 
efficiency and stability properties than siLex. In this study, we assessed the physicochemical and 
some biological properties of Nalg-siLex compared to siLex. While no significant differences in size, ζ 
potential and siRNA compaction were detected, the addition of sodium alginate modified the particle 
morphology, producing smoother and heterogeneous particles characterized by Ttransmission 
Eelectron Mmicroscopy. We also noted that Nalg-siLex have surface differences observed by X-ray 
Pphotoelectron Sspectroscopy. These differences could arise from an internal reorganization of 
components induced by the addition of sodium alginate, that is indicated by Small-Angle X-ray 
Scattering results. Moreover, Nalg-siLex did not trigger significant hepatotoxicity nor inflammatory 
cytokine secretion compared to siLex. Taken together these results suggest that sodium alginate 
played a key role by structuring and reinforcing siRNA lipoplexes, leading to more stable and efficient 
delivery vector. 
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1. Introduction 
RNA interference (RNAi) is a natural phenomenon mediated by small double-stranded RNA 
oligonucleotides, called small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) [1]. siRNAs specifically silence target genes by 
binding to a multi-protein nuclease complex called RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), recruiting 
their complementary mRNA and guiding the nuclease for the sequence-specific cleavage of the 
mRNA. siRNAs have also been reported to hybridize to their mRNA target with high degree of 
specificity. Therefore, the opportunity for mediating highly specific gene silencing of any target gene 
of a eukaryotic organism’s genome has opened the way for a drug development field which is now 
regarded not only as research tool but also as innovative therapeutic applications [2-3]. The most 
common method used to harness the RNAi pathway for targeted gene silencing is to deliver synthetic 
versions of 21-22nt siRNAs into cells. However, in order to induce the degradation of their 
complementary mRNA, RNAi-based therapies need to be transported to the cytoplasm of target cells, 
where the RNAi machinery is located. Unmodified RNA duplex oligonucleotides are also known to be 
poorly resistant to nuclease-containing environments. Their large size and weight (around 13 kDa) 
and their global negative charge (due to around 40 phosphate groups) preclude their entry into cells. 
Consequently, a growing number of delivery vehicles have been proposed to mediate siRNA delivery 
into cells [4]. Among them, delivery systems based on lipids are the most widely used materials [5]. 
Cationic lipids can condense nucleic acids into a cationic particle, called lipoplex, when the two 
components are mixed together. Once encapsulated into lipoplexes, siRNAs are protected from 
enzymatic degradation and delivered into cells by interaction of the particle with the negatively 
charged cell membrane. Unlike more recently described types of lipid-based nanoparticles (SNALP, 
SPLP, LDP, NLP, reviewed in [6]), lipoplexes are not ordered nucleic acid phase surrounded by an 
external lipid bilayer, rather they are partially condensed nucleic acid complexes with an ordered 
substructure and irregular morphology [6].  Also, they are simple nucleic acid delivery systems, 
because of the small number of their components, easy and quick to prepare in one step in an 
aqueous buffer, and not requiring a long-lasting or sophisticated step such as dialysis or microfluidics. 
We have recently described the enhanced gene silencing efficacy of a new type of siRNA delivery 
system based on cationic lipid and anionic polymer [7] (Fig. 1). This innovative vector (patented in 
[8]) is obtained by self-assembly of a cationic liposome and a mixture of siRNA and anionic polymer. 
In particular, we observed that the anionic polymer sodium alginate contributed to increased 
stability of the delivery system upon incubation in biological medium, as well as to prolonged 
integrity of siRNA once complexed in the particle [9]. Other groups have also included alginate in 
polyplexes (nucleic acid / cationic polymer complexes), triggering enhanced transfection efficiency 
and maintenance of low cytotoxicity when compared to nanoparticles formed without its addition 
[10-11]. It was also suggested that higher transfection efficiency of chitosan / alginate / plasmid DNA 
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polyplexes was related to the reduced interaction between the polycationic polymer and plasmid 
DNA, triggered by alginate which facilitates plasmid DNA release in cultured cells [12].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Components and particles used in this work. Cationic liposomes are composed of an equimolar mixture of 
cationic lipid DMAPAP and zwitterionic lipid DOPE. siRNA lipoplexes obtained by auto-assembly of siRNA and 
DMAPAP / DOPE liposomes are called siLex, those containing also sodium alginate are called Nalg-siLex. 
 
Unlike these groups, we have designed sodium alginate-supplemented siRNA lipoplexes (or Nalg-
siLex) to solidify the obtained particles rather than to enhance siRNA release. Indeed, we 
hypothesized that alginate, bearing negative charges, would be capable to mix with siRNA and take 
part in the auto-assembly of particles by forming electrostatic interactions with the positive charges 
of cationic lipid head groups. We have shown, using an electrophoretic technique, that alginate is 
associated with the particle (additional data of [7]). The obtained particles were more efficient for 
gene silencing than lipoplexes prepared with no anionic polymer (siLex) [7] but so far the effect of 
adding anionic polymer on the particle structure remains under investigation.  
Lipoplexes formation mechanism and the steps leading to their formation have been most intensively 
studied, particularly for lipoplexes with plasmid DNA (pDNA) (reviewed in [13]). Lipoplex self-
assembly is driven by electrostatic attraction between the oppositely charged nucleic acids and lipids. 
The equilibrium structures resulting from these interactions are controlled by the lipid type 
(composition of mixtures), as well as by the +/- charge ratio, defined as the ratio between the 
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positive charges brought by the cationic lipid and the negative charges of DNA. Qualitatively, it is 
expected that siRNA lipoplexes would be similar to pDNA lipoplexes, since siRNA and pDNA are both 
double-stranded (ds) nucleic acids. They have anionic phosphodiester backbones with the same 
negative charge to nucleotide ratio and both can interact electrostatically with cationic agents. 
However, siRNA is hundred times smaller than pDNA, which may influence the formation of the 
particles. pDNA has a molecular topography which allows its condensation into small, nanometric 
particles when complexed with a cationic agent, while 21 bp siRNAs behave as rigid rods not likely to 
further condense. In contrast to pDNA, siRNA may then retain its initial structure after interaction 
with the positively charged lipid. Only a few studies aimed to link the structure of siRNA delivery 
vectors to their efficiency have been performed and reported [14-17]. The aim of this work is to 
extensively study the structural and physico-chemical characteristics of siRNA lipoplexes prepared 
with sodium alginate (Nalg-siLex) as compared to siRNA lipoplexes without alginate (siLex), in order 
to characterize the effects of addition of alginate. It is valuable to study in parallel two types of 
particles having different gene silencing efficiency, making it possible to obtain information on the 
structure-function relation of the particles, increasing knowledge of this kind of delivery systems and 
even opening a path to improve the existing system. 
We found significant differences between Nalg-siLex and siLex, in terms of morphology, surface 
properties and structure.  
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2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Materials  
siRNA (unmodified) specific to luciferase (5’ CUU ACG CUG AGU ACU UCG AdTdT 3’) or non-silencing 
siRNA used as negative control (5’ UUC UCC GAA CGU GUC ACG UdTdT 3’) were obtained from 
Eurogentec. Sodium alginate was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (reference 180947). DOPE (1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) was from Avanti Polar Lipids.  
 
2.2. Preparation of cationic liposome and siRNA lipoplexes 
Cationic liposomes containing DMAPAP cationic lipid 2-{3-[Bis-(3-amino-propyl)-amino]-
propylamino}-N-ditetradecylcarbamoyl methyl-acetamide (synthesized as described in [18]) and 
DOPE in equimolar amounts were prepared as described in [7]. siLex were prepared by mixing an 
equal volume of the siRNA solution diluted in 150 mM NaCl to the cationic liposome dispersion 
prepared also in 150 mM NaCl and rapidly mixed by vortexing. For Nalg-siLex, siRNA and sodium 
alginate were mixed in 150 mM NaCl (ratio 1/1, w/w) before adding to cationic liposomes. Lipoplexes 
were allowed to form at least for 30 min at room temperature before use. The +/- charge ratio (+/- R) 
was calculated using the molar ratio of positive charges (3 positive charges per molecule of DMAPAP) 
and the molar ratio of negative charges (from siRNA and sodium alginate, siRNA 3.03 and sodium 
alginate 5.05 nmoles of negative charges/µg, respectively). As a result, for particles prepared at the 
same +/- R and at the same siRNA concentration, Nalg-siLex contain 2.7 times more lipids than siLex. 
 
2.3. Size and ζ potential measurements  
Size and ζ potential measurements were performed on a MALVERN Zetasizer Nanoseries Nano ZS. 
siLex and Nalg-siLex were prepared in 100 μl of NaCl 150 mM with a final concentration of siRNA of 
334 nM. For ζ potential measurements, lipoplexes (siRNA 33.4 nM) were prepared in 15 mM NaCl. 
 
2.4. siRNA complexation assay  
siRNA complexation was evaluated by measuring the accessibility of the fluorescent dye RiboGreen 
to siRNA with a microplate reader (Wallac Victor2, excitation 485 nm, emission 525 nm). Hundred µl 
of a RiboGreen dilution (1/200) were added to 100 µl of lipoplexes (siRNA 17 nM). Blanks containing 
no lipid or no siRNA were also prepared. Results are presented as percentage of samples without 
cationic liposome. 
 
2.5. Transmission Eelectron Mmicroscopy (TEM)  
A drop (20 µl) of lipoplexes dispersion (siRNA concentration 400 nM) was first applied onto a 
Formvar/carbon copper grid 200 mesh from Agar Scientific pre-treated with Bacitracine 0.1 % (w/v), 
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allowed to adsorb for 2 min, and blotted with filter paper. A drop of 4 % (w/v) aqueous uranyl 
acetate stain was applied to the sample grid, allowed to stain for 2 min, blotted with filter paper and 
air drying for 4 min. Analyses were performed on a microscope JEOL, JEM 100S. 
 
2.6. X-ray Pphotoelectron Sspectroscopy (XPS)  
XPS analysis was performed on a Specs surface analysis system equipped with a Phoibos 150 electron 
analyzer using a monochromatized Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) at a power of 350 W. An electron 
flood gun operating at 0.1 µA was used to compensate the charge effect in the samples and the C 1s 
signal (284.6 eV) was employed as reference for the calibration of the binding energies (BE) of 
different elements. CasaXPS software was used to process the analysis data and to estimate the 
samples surface atomic concentrations. Deconvolution of C 1s and N 1s signal was carried out setting 
up the FWHM of synthetic bands between 1.7 and 2.2 eV. Lipoplexes were prepared at final siRNA 
concentration of 5.0 µM in 128 or 138 mM NaCl for Nalg-siLex and siLex, respectively. The liposome 
dispersion used was at 20 mM lipid concentration. The sample preparation for XPS analysis required 
the fixation of liposome and lipoplexes dispersions on the sample holder slides using graphite 
adhesive tape and consecutive steps of drop drying in the desiccator until obtaining a thick and 
stable film over the tape.  
 
2.7. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)  
SAXS measurements were carried out at the SWING beamline of SOLEIL (Gif-sur-Yvette, France), 
using a fixed energy of 12.4 keV. A PCCD170170 (AVIEX) detector was placed at a 1.5 m distance from 
the sample, covering a momentum scattering vector (Q) range that spans from 0.3 until 5 nm-1. In 
this setup a resolution of 0.002 nm-1 is achieved. All datasets shown are obtained after an angular 
integration of the detector area (“cake”, using FIT2D routines). Suspensions of liposomes and siRNA 
lipoplexes in NaCl 150 mM were inserted manually into a capillary. In this work all measured 
scattering patterns are angularly isotropic. siLex and Nalg-siLex were prepared in 100 μl of NaCl 150 
mM with a final concentration of siRNA of 19 µM or 38 µM. Cationic liposome suspension at 20 mM 
was diluted with NaCl 150 mM solution to obtained different lipid concentrations of 10.0, 5.0, 1.0 
and 0.5 mM. 
 
2.8. Gene silencing and cellular viability on cultured cells  
B16-Luc were obtained by stably incorporation into the genome of B16-F0 cells the firefly luciferase 
gene and grown as described [19]. B16-Luc cells were transfected as described [7] with lipoplexes 
prepared at increasing siRNA concentrations (see legend of Fig. 6) for 24 h in 24-well plates. 48 h 
later, the transfected cells were washed twice with PBS and lysed, and luciferase and total protein 
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were assayed as in [7].  The results, calculated in cps (count per second), were normalized to the 
total protein concentration of each sample and the gene silencing efficiency was expressed as the 
luciferase activity inhibition percentage relative to the luciferase activity of non-transfected control 
cells. Cellular viability was assayed on transfected B16 cells using the MTT test as described [7]. 
 
2.9. Innate immune stimulation and hepatotoxicity 
 In vivo experiments were conducted according to the local ethical committee recommendations for 
animal experimentation (registered number CEEA34.AS.038.11). Six-week-old female C57Bl/6 mice 
(Janvier) were anesthetized by i.p. injection of a mix of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 
mg/kg). A 200 μl volume of Control-siRNA lipoplexes (+/- R 8, 1 mg siRNA/kg) was injected into the 
retro-orbital sinus of the mouse. Blood was collected 2 h, 6 h or 24 h after injection. Cytokines levels 
were assayed using ELISA kits (DuoSet ELISA for mouse TNF-α, IL-6 and IFN-γ from R&D Systems, 
Verikine mouse INF-α and INF-β ELISA kits from PBL InterferonSource). ALT (Alanine 
Aminotransferase) was assayed using ALT activity assay kit from Biovision.  
 
2.10. Statistical analysis 
All experimentation results were analyzed with the unpaired non parametric Mann-Whitney test 
using two-tailed P-values. Results with p < 0.05 were considered significant. 
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3. Results  
3.1. Size, ζ potential and siRNA complexation  
Size and colloidal stability of siRNA lipoplexes are highly dependent on the +/- charge ratio (+/- R) at 
which they are prepared. Indeed, a significant increase in the size and variance of size can be 
observed when their ζ potential approaches zero. At this point, the net charge on the surface of 
particles is neutral or “isoelectric”, which relieves the repulsive electrostatic force which otherwise 
prevents the aggregation of charged particles. We first compared the size and the ζ potential of siLex 
and Nalg-siLex prepared at +/- R of 8. For Nalg-siLex, the presence of negative charges introduced by 
the addition of the polymer (5.05 nmoles of negative charge per µg of sodium alginate) was taken 
into account when calculating the +/- R and resulted in the addition of 2.7 times more lipids in Nalg-
siLex than in siLex (see Materials and Methods and first paragraph of Discussion).  
 
Table 1 
Particles size, polydispersion index (pdi) and ζ potential measurements at +/- R of 8. Values are given as mean +/- standard 
variation.  
Sample Size (nm) pdi ζ potential (mV) 
siLex 268 +/- 87 (n=4) 0.747 +/- 0.151 (n=4) 63 +/- 9 (n=6) 
Nalg-siLex 182 +/- 9 (n=3) 0.295 +/- 0.049 (n=3) 59 +/- 15 (n=4) 
 
As shown in Table 1, siLex and Nalg-siLex exhibited particle size smaller than 300 nm at +/- R of 8, 
with clearly higher pdi values for siLex, indicating a much higher polydispersity. Regarding lipoplexes 
formed by a combination of nucleic acid and cationic lipid, it is known that the size of the obtained 
particle depends primarily on its +/- charge ratio and not on the size of the incorporated nucleic acid. 
For example, we and other have shown that for the same +/- charge ratio, siRNA lipoplexes are not 
smaller than plasmid DNA lipoplexes, even though siRNAs are much smaller than plasmid DNA [7, 20-
21].  We also measured ζ potential of siLex and Nalg-siLex and observed equivalent and above 50 mV 
values. Once complexed, nucleic acids are compacted and become unreachable by nucleic acid-
binding molecules. In order to monitor the complexation of siRNA upon formation of siRNA 
lipoplexes, we used the Ribogreen intercalation assay, based on Quant-iT™ RiboGreen® RNA reagent, 
a dye that becomes intensely fluorescent when bound to RNA. When +/- R increases, Ribogreen 
fluorescence progressively decreases as a consequence of progressive complexation of siRNA with 
the cationic lipid. 
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Fig. 2. Ribogreen fluorescence of siRNA in the presence of increasing amounts of lipid. Values are given as percentage of the 
fluorescence assayed with siRNA or siRNA + sodium alginate without addition of cationic liposomes taken as 100%. Mean +/- 
standard variation, n=3.  
 
As shown in Fig. 2, a significant quenching of the Ribogreen fluorescence was achieved at +/- R of 2, 
which indicates a high degree of siRNA complexation with cationic liposomes. One also observed that 
the addition of sodium alginate did not affect siRNA complexation with cationic liposomes. 
Therefore, it appears that the presence of alginate did not modify the size or ζ potential values, but 
makes it possible to obtain particles whose size was less dispersed. Nalg-siLex has similar 
characteristics as siLex in terms of degree of siRNA complexation. 
 
3.2. Morphology analyses of siLex and Nalg-siLex  
Negative staining and TEM were carried out in order to visualize siLex and Nalg-siLex morphology. 
Images on Fig. 3 show both types of siRNA lipoplexes gave rise to the formation of distinct particles, 
displaying condensed multilamellar structures, suggesting that the addition of sodium alginate did 
not prevent the formation of such bilayer structures. However, the addition of sodium alginate 
modified the global arrangement of these lamellae, since siLex appeared as flower-shaped lamellae 
whereas Nalg-siLex showed concentric lamellae covering part of the surface of the particle. In 
addition, Nalg-siLex had a smoother appearance than siLex.   
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Fig. 3. TEM micrographs of siLex and Nalg-siLex (+/- R of 8) after negative staining with uranyl acetate. Each column shows 
three photos taken for each sample, as indicated. The scale bar is fixed to 100nm.  
 
 
3.3. Surface analyses of siLex and Nalg-siLex - XPS 
We further investigate the surface of Nalg-siLex and siLex using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS). This technique has already been used to characterize the surface (approximately 5-10 nm 
penetration depth) chemical composition in different systems, including polymeric microparticles 
[22] and lipid/polymeric nanoparticles [23-25]. However, to our knowledge, it has never been used to 
characterize the surface of lipoplexes. Since lipoplexes are particles composed of various 
components (see Fig. 1), we first assayed separately each constituent molecule, DMAPAP, DOPE, 
siRNA and alginate. Liposome was also analyzed as a reference for lipid signals and to get an easier 
data interpretation. The upper part of Table 2 gives the elemental composition of each molecule, 
including sodium and chloride ions from saline solution or as counter-ion of DMAPAP and alginate. 
The results obtained for lipids, DMAPAP and DOPE, are very close to the expected values considering 
their atomic composition (see Fig. S1A for atomic composition). For siRNA and alginate, more 
complex molecules, the data are globally consistent with their atomic composition as well. We used 
these values to calculate the expected atomic composition of particles, liposomes and lipoplexes 
(lower part of Table 2), taking into account the relative proportions of each molecule used to prepare 
them (see legend of Table 2).  
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Table 2 
XPS surface elemental composition of molecules and particles (lipoplexes +/- R of 8). 
 
Sample 
Surface composition (At. %) – Measured values 
O 1s N 1s C 1s Cl 2p P 2p Na 1s 
DMAPAP 5.5 8.2 79.5 6.8 0 0 
DOPE 14.7 2.3 80.2 0 2.8 0 
siRNA 22.2 7.6 56.9 9.2 1.7 2.4 
Alginatea 27.1 0 65.2 4 0 2.9 
  
Surface composition (At. %) – Measured values  
 O 1s N 1s C 1s Cl 2p P 2p Na 1s 
Liposome 6.4 6.7 80.6 5.5 0.8 0 
siLex 9.2 6.6 73.7 8.0 1.1 1.3 
Nalg-siLex 9.1 6.7 73.7 8.6 0.9 1.0 
  
Expected composition (At. %) – Calculated valuesb 
 O 1s N 1s C 1s Cl 2p P 2p Na 1s 
Liposome 10.1 5.3 79.8 3.4 1.4 0 
siLex 10.2 5.3 79.7 3.4 1.4 0 
Nalg-siLex 11.8 4.8 78.4 3.5 1.3 0.3 
a S was also detected in sodium alginate sample and represented 0.87% of atomic composition 
 b values are calculated from the values measured for the molecules alone (data at the upper part of the table) and taking 
into account the relative molar proportion of each molecule for the preparation of each particle as following, liposome: 
DMAPAP / DOPE, 1/1; siLex: DMAPAP / DOPE / siRNA, 12/12/0.1125; Nalg-siLex: DMAPAP / DOPE / siRNA / Alginate, 
32.2/32.2/0.1125/6.945 
 
These calculated values are an approximation since the calculation is carried out considering that all 
the constituents are fully exposed (homogeneously distributed) and detectable on the surface of the 
particles. Nevertheless, they show that (i) the expected contribution of siRNA is negligible (compare 
liposome and siLex) while that of alginate is visible but weak (compare liposome, siLex and Nalg-
siLex), (ii) for the three types of particles, carbon is predominant, followed by oxygen and then 
nitrogen. The middle part of Table 2 gives the elemental composition of the surface of liposome and 
lipoplexes obtained from XPS analysis. For the three particles, the same hierarchy, as observed for 
calculated values, is maintained between atoms with closer percentages for oxygen and nitrogen. 
However, the data from the assay show differences from the expected data since the lipoplexes 
profiles are almost identical and slightly different from that of the liposome. It can be deduced that 
the addition of the anionic molecules, alginate and/or siRNA, to the liposome induces a modification 
of the surface of the particle. The atomic composition of the surface of the two types of lipoplexes, 
however, is not different.  
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We have next sought to identify specific binding energy (BE) values of C 1s and N 1s through 
deconvolution of their spectra. Carbon 1s and N 1s spectra of particles are shown in Fig. S1B (left and 
right panel, respectively). The specific values of each peak and sample are shown in Table S1 
(supplementary data). Chemical structures of nanoparticles components and the color 
correspondence of carbon and nitrogen bonds with BE peaks are shown in Fig. S1A. As for the 
previous analysis, we first identified the distribution of the binding energies of the molecules assayed 
separately (Table 3, upper part and supplementary data, Table S1, upper part), then of the three 
types of particles (Table 3, middle part and supplementary data, Table S1, lower part), and calculated 
the expected repartition of binding energies (Table 3, lower part) from the data obtained with 
molecules assayed separately following the same strategy as for atomic composition. Concerning the 
analysis of the N 1s signal, only the values for DMAPAP and siRNA are indicated in Table 3 since 
alginate does not contain any nitrogen and the N 1s signal of DOPE is very weak, this molecule 
containing only one nitrogen atom. The results obtained for the components alone are in agreement 
with the structure of these molecules. Unlike the previous surface elemental composition analysis 
(Table 2), the results obtained from the measured data are very different from the expected values 
obtained by calculation, which suggests that the molecules organize themselves within the particles 
to produce a surface in which only a part of the molecules is visible. With regard to liposome, this is 
consistent with what is known about the organization of cationic lipid molecules in a liposome-like 
structure: lipids form a continuous bilayer in which lipid molecules are packed with their hydrophobic 
tails pointing inwards and their hydrophilic heads outward, exposed to water. This specific 
organization of amphiphilic molecules in an aqueous medium explains the significant difference 
between the measured and calculated distributions of the C 1s bonds observed for liposomes. C-C 
bonds represent only 25.6 % of the detectable surface linkages of the liposomes whereas they should 
be very predominant (73 %) if they were visible. The surface of liposomes exhibited a large number 
of C-O/C-N (65%) and amide/amine nitrogen (91%) bonds, which are mainly found in the head region 
of the lipids. This result indicates that their surface is predominantly covered by the polar head of 
lipids and is in agreement with the global positive charge brought by the cationic lipid DMAPAP 
detected in the ζ potential measurement of liposomes (+ 90 mV). With regard to N 1s, the measured 
values also differ from the calculated expected values, in particular the percentage of N-C bonds, 
much lower than the expected value (44%). Since the nitrogen molecules are located exclusively in 
the polar head of the lipids, this difference suggests that the organization of the polar heads is such 
that the whole of this portion of lipid is not accessible to the analysis. 
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Table 3 
C and N surface species calculated or obtained by deconvolution of C 1s and N 1s spectra of molecules and particles 
(lipoplexes +/- R of 8).  
Sample 
 
% Concentration – from deconvolution of measured data 
                               C 1s                                                         N 1s 
C-C C-O / C-N C=O COO  N-C NH2 / NH3 NHCO  
DMAPAP 87.4 8.2 4.5   43.7 49.9 6.4  
DOPE 58.1 30.5 8.8 2.6      
siRNA 47.7 46.3 6.0   55.8 41.3 2.9  
Alginate 5.3 55.5 24.3 15.0      
  
% Concentration – from deconvolution of measured data  
  C 1s                                                         N 1s 
 C-C C-O / C-N C=O COO  N-C NH2 / NH3 NHCO N+-PO43- 
Liposome 25.6 65.5 6.8 2.2  8.9 56.7 34.3  
siLex 9.0 73.2 14.8 3.0  5.3 34.7 51.9 8.1 
Nalg-siLex 22.2 62.4 13.4 2.0  10.9 41.7 47.4  
  
Expected % Concentration – Calculated valuesa 
 C 1s                                                         N 1s 
 C-C C-O / C-N C=O COO  N-C NH2 / NH3 NHCO  
Liposome 72.8 19.4 6.7 1.3  43.7 49.9 6.4  
siLex 72.6 19.5 6.6 1.3  43.8 49.8 6.4  
Nalg-siLex 66.2 22.9 8.4 2.6  43.7 49.9 6.4  
a values are calculated from the values obtained for the molecules alone (data at the upper part of the table) and taking 
into account the relative molar proportion of each molecule for the preparation of each particle as following, liposome: 
DMAPAP / DOPE, 1/1; siLex: DMAPAP / DOPE / siRNA, 12/12/0.1125; Nalg-siLex: DMAPAP / DOPE / siRNA / Alginate, 
32.2/32.2/0.1125/6.945 
 
According to the calculated expected values, the contribution of siRNA is negligible on the 
distribution of the C 1s and N 1s bonds, and that of alginate is weak but visible for C 1s bounds. The 
measured data first show that, as for the liposome, the proportion of detectable C-C bonds on the 
surface of lipoplexes (siLex and Nalg-siLex) is much lower than expected, indicating that the lipid tails 
are masked, probably within the lipid bilayer, originate from liposome, that would remain after the 
addition of anionic molecules. In addition, the measured data shows that the addition of siRNA 
significantly alters the surface of the particle, as evidenced by the distribution of the C 1s bonds and, 
to a lesser extent, that of the N 1s bonds. In particular, compared to the liposome, in siLex there is a 
clear decrease in the percentage of C-C bonds and an increase in C-O / C-N and C=0 bonds, as well as 
a reversal in the NHCO and NH2/NH3 bond hierarchy. Since BE peak at 286 eV in C 1s spectrum 
represents either C-O or C-N species, the BE reduction of N-C in the N 1s spectrum indicated that the 
rise of this BE value concerns mostly C-O species, which are found in the ribose ring of siRNA and in 
the linker domain of DOPE. We can also note the presence of an unexpected peak at 404.1 eV in the 
N 1s region of siLex, a peak whose binding energy could be attributed to a N+- PO43- bond (see 
discussion part). As for the liposome and siLex, the measured data from the deconvolution of the N 
1s and C 1s spectra of Nalg-siLex differ from the calculated expected data; they also differ from the 
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measured data of siLex, especially concerning the carbon bonds, and are closer to those of the 
liposome. The N 1s profile of Nalg-siLex remains close to that of liposome and / or siLex, except that 
unlike siLex, the peak at 404.1 eV is not detected.  
 
Globally, the spectra deconvolution shows that there were some differences between the surface 
compositions of the two types of lipoplexes, especially for nitrogen species. Because of the 
complexity of the objects studied here, it is difficult to interpret quantitatively the surface 
modifications occurring upon the formation of lipoplexes. In particular, none of the molecules 
composing lipoplexes contains an atom that made it possible to differentiate it from other molecules. 
It was therefore not possible to determine quantitatively which molecule or part of a molecule was 
present on the surface of the particle. However, one can state that a strong reorganization took place 
revealing new surface contributions when siRNA or siRNA + alginate are mixed with cationic liposome 
and that siLex and Nalg-siLex exhibited notable difference on their surface. 
 
3.4. Structural study – SAXS  
The lipid structural characteristics of liposome and lipoplexes suspensions were also evaluated by 
SAXS. Fig. 4 shows DMAPAP/DOPE (1:1, M:M) liposome suspension scattering profiles. The liposome 
suspension prepared in NaCl 150 mM presented two major reflections, named L1 (0.73 nm-1) and L2 
(1.40 nm-1), representing a lamellar phase with Q value ratio of 1:2 and a lattice spacing of 8.61 nm. 
The apparent strong intensity of the L2 reflection with respect to the L1 reflection and the detection 
of a third broad peak evidence the coexistence of a second structural phase. A fitting curve of 
cationic liposomes at 1 mM (inset in Fig. 4) displays, beyond lamellar phase, two broad peaks with a 
ratio of 1:√2 typical of cubic phase (C1 peak at 1.32 nm-1 and C2 peak at 1.90 nm-1). This phase 
presents a lattice spacing of 4.76 nm. The area below each fit component is directly proportional to 
its phase volume, while the domain size (L) is inversely proportional to the peak width ∆Q, following 
the relation L = 2pi/∆Q. In this case, the fitting of the experimental data indicates that cubic phase 
volume is approximately 30-40% larger than the volume of lamellar phase, with average domain sizes 
of 20 and 9 nm, respectively. Such sizes are compatible with the coherent range of local molecular 
packing registry observed by TEM (Fig. 3). The observed pattern of Bragg peaks remains the same, 
independently of liposome concentration, within the evaluated range depicted in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4. SAXS profiles of cationic liposome suspension (DMAPAP:DOPE 1:1 in NaCl) at different concentrations. Inset: fitting of 
the 1.0 mM curve, depicting peak values for the liposome suspension. The retrieved peak positions are: L1 at Q = 0.73 nm-1; 
L2 at Q = 1.40 nm-1; C1 at Q = 1.32 nm-1; C2 at Q = 1.90 nm-1. Other concentrations present similar profile and peak position 
ratios. 
 
The SAXS profiles of siLex and Nalg-siLex are shown in Fig. 5A and B, respectively. siLex and Nalg-siLex 
were evaluated at +/- R of 1, condition in which it is expected that all cationic lipid is completely 
complexed, forming neutral lipoplexes. SAXS profiles from siLex suspension at this +/- R showed a 
single sharp reflection at Q value of 0.95 nm-1 which is considered as a typical lamellar phase with 
lattice spacing of 6.61 nm, called L1 (black line, Fig. 5A). The absence of a second reflection indicates 
that this phase presents only short range order, suggesting that siLex dispersion is partially organized 
in lamellar structures surrounded by non-ordered or poorly ordered lipoplexes. In the case of Nalg-
siLex at the same +/- R, the L1 reflection seems to be merged with an additional reflection indicated 
by an arrow (green arrow, Fig. 5B). Again, as for siLex, the absence of a second reflection indicates 
that Nalg-siLex possess a short range order. Analysis of siLex at +/- R of 8, condition in which there is 
an excess of cationic lipid over siRNA, compared to lipoplexes at R +/- 1, present a more complex 
SAXS profile. As shown in Fig. 5A (red line), the L1 reflection typical of siLex at charge ratio 1 is still 
marked. Three additional major reflections were detected at Q values of 0.83, 1.20 and 1.92 nm-1. 
The Q values ratios indicate that, in addition to the lamellar phase (L1, L2), part of siLex is organized in 
a cubic phase (C1, C2) and both are distinct from the lamellar and cubic phases of liposomes (dotted 
line, Fig. 5). In these conditions the cubic phase presents a lattice spacing of 7.57 nm, while the 
lamellar phase keeps its lattice spacing of approximately 6.6 nm. The presence of L2 reflection at Q 
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value of 1.92 nm-1 could be attributed to the formation of a long range order lamellar phase, unlike 
siLex at R +/- 1 (with respect to the black curve of Fig. 5A). 
 
The Nalg-siLex SAXS profile presents peaks at similar Q values as siLex, but they are wider than the 
observed reflections for siLex (red line, Fig. 5B). There is a slight shift of the L1 peak towards 1.01 nm-
1, representing a small lattice spacing contraction of this phase, from 6.6 to 6.22 nm. On the other 
hand, C1 peak remains at 0.83 nm-1, keeping the cubic phase lattice spacing of 7.57 nm.  The width of 
reflections leads to the merge of C1 and L1 peaks into a single large peak, preventing the precise 
determination of Q values. In all analysis with +/- R of 8 it was not possible to fit the profile with a 
simple peak combination (as in the inset of Fig. 4), due to the presence of a diffuse background 
below all peaks, most probably due to first-neighbor distances of a fraction of the constituents with 
some degree of amorphization (no short- or long-range order). Indeed, simple fitting procedures 
were no longer reliable since they would ignore the diffuse data, producing an overestimation or 
underestimation of phase volumes. In this sense, the SAXS profiles from Fig. 5 with R +/- 8 differ 
considerably from the profiles shown in Fig. 4, requiring about 6 ~ 8 peaks to produce a good fit. We 
decided then to skip such fitting procedures, which are unable to add quantitative information to our 
discussion. 
We also tried to increase the intensity of peaks (and therefore the volume of ordered structures) 
preparing both lipoplexes at the same charge ratio (+/- R of 8) and twice as concentrated (blue lines, 
Fig. 5). Analysis of siLex prepared at this condition showed that reflections C1 and L1 merged and L2 
was no longer detected. Moreover, the vicinity of the C2 reflection presents a hump shape at high Q 
values which possibly contains overlapped reflections. In the case of Nalg-siLex, the increase of 
lipoplexes concentration results in a reflection pattern which is similar to that of the more diluted 
suspension, with more intense peaks and better detection of L1. For both concentrations assayed, the 
presence of alginate in lipoplexes (Nalg-siLex) leads to a slight difference in the relative proportion of 
the two observed cubic and lamellar structures, compared to siLex. 
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Fig. 5. SAXS profiles of siLex (A) and Nalg-siLex (B) suspensions in NaCl 150 mM at +/- R of 1 (black line: 19µM siRNA) or 8 (red 
line: 19µM siRNA, blue line: 38µM siRNA) and cationic liposome suspension in H2O at 1 mM lipid (dotted line). Green arrow, 
additional reflection (see in text). 
 
 
Taken together, results from XPS and SAXS analysis show that there are differences between siLex 
and Nalg-siLex. These differences, however, remain modest and mainly concern the surface of the 
particles as well as, to a lesser extent, their internal structure.  
 
3.5. In vitro cytotoxicity and gene efficiency, and in vivo toxicity   
Nalg-siLex comprising 2.7 times more lipids in their composition than siLex (as pointed out in §2.2 
and §3.1), we have also studied the possible toxicity induced by the application of these particles to 
cultured cells or systemic administration to mice. We compared the cellular toxicity induced on 
mouse melanoma B16 cells by the two types of lipoplexes prepared at +/- R 8 and at increasing 
concentrations of siRNA (Fig. 6A). We observed that more than 75 % of cell viability is maintained for 
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siRNA concentrations up to 40 nM, with a value for IC50 around 100 nM. No significant difference 
between the two types of particles is observed. In parallel, we explored the gene silencing activity of 
luciferase-targeted siRNA lipoplexes using B16 cells that constitutively express luciferase gene (B16-
Luc). siLex and Nalg-siLex, prepared at +/- R of 8 were applied to B16-Luc at increasing final siRNA 
concentration, from 8.5 to 50 nM to evaluate their gene silencing efficiency. As shown in Fig. 6B, 
Nalg-siLex was significantly more efficient than siLex in the concentration range tested.  To obtain, 
with siLex, the same gene silencing efficacy as with Nalg-siLex, it is necessary to use a concentration 
of siRNA at least twice as high. This difference is no longer observable for the highest concentrations 
of siRNA because the system saturates (data not shown). The gene silencing of siLex and Nalg-siLex is 
specific since no inhibition was detectable when a non-specific control siRNA was used, regardless of 
the condition (data not shown). To find out if the higher efficiency of Nalg-siLex is due to a potential 
action of alginate on the cytoplasmic RNAi machinery, we evaluated the efficiency of siLex 
(containing luciferase-specific siRNA) when it is complemented by either Nalg-siLex* or siLex* 
particles containing the non-specific control siRNA. Sodium alginate is thus introduced into the cell 
within a particle without effectiveness on the activity of luciferase since it contains a control siRNA. 
As shown in Fig. 6C, the presence of alginate in the complementation particle has no effect on the 
efficiency of the particle. 
 
We then addressed the issue of in vivo toxicity. siLex and Nalg-siLex were injected i.v. to mice. It is 
known that the systemic administration of siRNA formulations to mice can lead to a detectable and 
transient elevation in serum inflammatory cytokines within 1-2 hours that is typically resolved within 
12-24 hours after treatment. In this work, siLex and Nalg-siLex or glucose were injected to mice and 
serum was harvested at 2 h, 6 h or 24 h post-injection. Twenty-four hours after the injection all mice 
exhibited normal behavior and no visible sign of toxicity (ruffled fur, reluctance to move, …). Cytokines 
(TNF-α, INF-α, IFN-β, INF-γ and IL-6) were assayed. No elevation of these cytokine concentrations was 
detectable in sera collected 2 h or 24 h after injection.  
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Fig. 6. Assessment of in vitro toxicity and gene silencing efficiency, and in vivo toxicity. (A) Cellular viability of B16 cells 
transfected for 24 h with lipoplexes prepared as increasing concentrations of siRNA was evaluated with MTT assay. (B-C) Gene 
knockdown of luciferase activity in B16-Luc with siLex and Nalg-siLex prepared at +/- R of 8 with (B) 8.5, 17, 33 and 50 nM 
siRNA anti-luciferase as indicated, (C) 33 nM and supplemented with siLex* or Nalg-siLex* prepared at the same conditions 
but with siRNA control. (B-C) Inhibition of luciferase activity was expressed as a percentage of luciferase activity of non-
transfected cells. Means and standard deviations of the means were calculated from 3 independent experiments, each 
condition performed in triplicate in each experiment. (D-E) siLex, Nalg-siLex (1 mg/kg) or glucose were i.v. injected to mice. 
(C) Mean concentration of TNF-α, INF-α, IFN-β, INF-γ and IL-6 obtained at 6 h following injection were assayed in serum. (E) 
24 h after injection, ALT was assayed in serum. Means and the standard deviations of the means were calculated from 6 to 9 
replicates of different mice (* 0.01 < p < 0.05; ** 0.005 < p < 0.01; *** p < 0.005). Means are symbolized by the gray bars and 
dots represent the individual values of each sample. 
 
Six hours after particles injection (Fig. 6D), detectable levels of IFN-α, IFN-β and IL-6 were observed, 
whereas no elevation of TNF-α or IFN-γ concentration was detectable. The addition of sodium alginate 
did not change the cytokine level induced by the particle injection. We also assayed Alanine 
Aminotransferase (ALT) in sera 24h post-injection to investigate the lipoplexes-induced hepatotoxicity. 
Again we observed some moderate increase of ALT level induced by siRNA lipoplexes injection but no 
difference between siLex and Nalg-siLex (Fig. 6E).  
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In conclusion, the presence of sodium alginate in siRNA lipoplexes did not significantly modify the 
mild cytokine induction and hepatotoxicity usually observed upon injection to mice of siRNA-
containing particles and Nalg-siLex can be applied to mice without evidence of toxicity. 
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4. Discussion 
The purpose of this work is to explore the impact of adding alginate to lipoplexes by premixing it with 
siRNAs. We chose to premix siRNA and alginate before adding cationic liposomes, assuming that this 
homogeneous mixture would generate particles with a homogeneous relative proportion of these 
two components. However, another possibility could be considered, which would be to add the three 
components (siRNA, alginate and cationic liposome) in one step. Particles of modified structure and / 
or increased activity could be obtained. It would be then necessary to control the conditions of 
mixing, for example thanks to microfluidic technology.  Different characteristics of lipoplexes 
prepared without (siLex) or with alginate (Nalg-siLex) were compared along the previous section. 
However, a straightforward comparison cannot be directly made, since one must fix the final amount 
or concentration of siRNA, which is the active ingredient, and also to fix the +/- charge ratio, which 
largely determines the characteristics of the obtained particles. It was then mandatory to choose a 
+/- charge ratio of 8, which allows the formation of particles whose sizes are compatible with in vivo 
administration. For each analysis method described in the previous paragraphs, we compared then 
particles with the same final amount of siRNA. On the other hand, this choice requires a comparison 
among particles which do not present the same final amount of lipids since Nalg-siLex contain 2.7 
times more lipids than siLex. Such interplay of variables must be kept in mind for the discussion that 
follows. 
 
We first showed that the addition of alginate does not modify the size or the ζ potential of the 
particles, nor the capacity of the cationic lipid to complex siRNA, even if the size analysis suggests 
that siLex are more polydisperse than Nalg-siLex. This could indicate that alginate contributes to 
better organization of components, as well as for Nalg-siLex homogeneity. In addition, we have 
previously shown, using an electrophoretic technique, that alginate is associated with the particle 
(additional data of [7]). 
 
The morphology of siLex and Nalg-siLex obtained through transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
showed that both types of lipoplexes present multilamellar structures. Numerous articles have 
described the appearance of lipoplexes, prepared either with plasmid DNA or with siRNA, in TEM 
studies. Heterogeneous particles with shapes varying from stacks of bilayers (flat, concentric or bent) 
to amorphous aggregates with partially lamellar structures have been reported [26-28]. This 
multilamellar internal structure is often described as lipid bilayers interacting with coating nucleic 
acids resulting in a particulate system, which is the case for the two types of particles studied here. 
However, the addition of alginate seems to give rise to different lamellae arrangement, suggesting 
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the observation of a distinct organization, if not a different structure. In addition, Nalg-siLex have a 
smoother appearance than siLex, which led us to better characterize the surface of these particles.  
 
We used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to compare the surface of the particles. To our 
knowledge, this technique has never been used to study the surface of lipoplexes. We first examined 
surface properties resulting from the XPS spectrum of the liposome, formed by equimolar amount of 
cationic lipid DMAPAP and zwiterrionic lipid DOPE, to ensure that this technique could be applied to 
the characterization of the surface of lipid-based particles. The distribution of detectable chemical 
bonds at the surface of the liposome, derived from the deconvolution of the C 1s and N 1s spectra, is 
compatible with the supramolecular formation of a lipid bilayer, typical of liposomes, indicating that 
despite the drying step undergone by the liposome suspension, the organization of the amphiphilic 
lipids generated to protect the hydrophobic domain from the aqueous environment is preserved. In 
siLex, the relative proportion of siRNA with respect to lipids is very low (see values in Table 2), yet the 
addition of siRNA to liposome to form lipoplex, induces a significant modification of the surface of 
the obtained particle. This observation also helps to validate the use of XPS to characterize lipoplexes 
surface. Our goal was to compare the surface characteristics of siLex and Nalg-siLex. It is found that 
Nalg-siLex surface chemical composition resembles more the liposome than the surface of siLex. In 
particular, deconvolution of the N 1s spectrum reveals the presence of an atypical peak only in siLex. 
This peak at 404.1 eV (not detectable on the surface of Nalg-siLex) is not usually retrieved in organic 
nanoparticles and could indicate the presence of the cationic nitrogen of DMAPAP in a particular 
environment, possibly interacting electrostatically with phosphate groups of siRNA. This result is in 
agreement with the intercalation of siRNA molecules between the lipid bilayers of liposomes. Given 
that Nalg-siLex contains 2.7 times more lipids than siLex it cannot be completely ruled out that this 
peak is also present in Nalg-siLex, but masked by the presence of larger amounts of lipids. However, 
this result suggests the presence of a chemical binding that could be related to the interaction of 
siRNA with cationic lipid, detectable in siLex and not in Nalg-silex surface. Since we compared 
particles prepared with the same final amount of active ingredient, siRNA, the comparison is relevant 
and this observation could explain the superior ability of Nalg-siLex to preserve the siRNA integrity. In 
this scenario we consider that the amount of additional lipid present in Nalg-siLex prevents the 
detection of this interaction using XPS and could, in the same way, make the siRNA / cationic lipid 
interaction inaccessible to potential competitors present in biological media.  
 
We also compared the internal structure of siLex and Nalg-siLex using a widely described method: 
synchrotron radiation SAXS analysis. We first identified the structure adopted by DMAPAP / DOPE 
liposome as a reference. This structure, was measured at equivalent systems published previously 
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(where lamellar, hexagonal or cubic structures were found, according to composition of systems [17, 
29-31], and the condition adopted by our system was directly measured. As shown in Fig. 4, 
DMAPAP/DOPE liposomes present a coexistence of lamellar and cubic phases. According to the 
“ideal” sequence of phases proposal for amphiphilic molecule aggregates in aqueous solution such as 
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and phosphatidylcholine (PC) lipids, the cubic phase is a mesophase 
formed during the typical transition of lamellar to hexagonal phases [32]. As reviewed by Koynova 
and Tenchov [33], diacyl or dialkyl phospholipids and glycolipids that have chain lengths of C14 or 
shorter tend to form inverted cubic phase while longer-chain lipids present direct lamellar-inverted 
hexagonal phase transitions. A recent study of the same authors evaluated some parameters that 
induce the conversion of the lamellar Lα phase into cubic phases of PE lipid dispersions [34]. Among 
them, the presence of small amounts of charged lipid admixtures and some solutes such as sodium 
salts and saccharides, facilitates the formation of cubic phase for some PE lipids studied. Additionally, 
the PE dispersions at concentration below 20–25 wt % of lipid concentration form pure cubic phases 
by T-cycling around 25-80 °C depending on the evaluated lipid. The exposure of pure DOPE 
dispersion to several repeated temperature cycles is one of long-time strategies studied to generate 
typical cubic phase reflections by X-ray small-angle diffraction pattern [35-36]. These results show 
that the occurrence of DOPE cubic phases takes place after subjecting the samples to several thermal 
cycles across the L → H transition between -5 °C and 15 °C. Koynova et al. [37] reported that a 
specific cationic lipid dispersion, derived from PC lipid, is able to form coexisting lamellar and cubic 
phases at room and physiological temperature. In this work, we prepared DMAPAP/DOPE liposomes 
in equimolar ratio of C14 cationic lipid and C18 zwitterionic lipid, respectively, at highly diluted (3.2 
wt % lipid) NaCl 150 mM aqueous solution and the coexistence of lamellar and cubic phases is 
therefore not surprising. In addition, even if we did not submit DMAPAP/DOPE liposomes to 
intentional T-cycling at high temperatures, we must take into account that our liposome dispersion is 
stored at 4 °C and all sample preparation and analyses were made at room temperature. Then, as 
described before, this variation of storage and analysis temperatures could also be a factor which 
leads to the formation of coexisting lamellar and cubic phases. In this work, we aimed to compare 
the differences between lipoplexes prepared with and without alginate and evaluated liposome 
internal organization as a reference. However, a systematic study of DMAPAP/DOPE liposome by 
varying the relative proportions of the two lipids could be considered in future work to understand 
how to obtain selectively lipid nanoparticles with a particular structure. 
 
The SAXS profile of siLex and Nalg-siLex prepared at +/- R of 8 were complex and the study of both 
types of lipoplexes at +/- R of 1 was required as a condition for which as many positive as negative 
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charges are brought, by assuming that the structure would be simpler. The SAXS spectra of siLex and 
Nalg-siLex at +/- R of 1 showed a single reflection named L1 (Fig. 5) which was attributed to a lamellar 
phase. The Q value of this reflection (around 1 nm-1) is very close to that reported for the lamellar 
phase of related lipoplexes [17, 31]. However, the wider L1 reflection of Nalg-siLex suggests that the 
inclusion of alginate induces the formation of lipoplexes with distinct anionic components 
distribution resulting in structures with different domain sizes or even a phase transition between 
them. The absence of a second reflection indicates that Nalg-siLex possess a short range order as 
well as siLex. According to the predictions of theoretical aggregation-disaggregation model [38], 
cationic lipid-DNA complexes at isoneutrality form clusters of lipoplexes due to the aggregation of 
particles. At this condition, siLex and Nalg-siLex form large visible precipitates, in agreement with 
these theoretical results. At +/- R of 8, siLex and Nalg-siLex showed the coexistence of lamellar and 
cubic phases. For both lipoplexes, a second lamellar reflection named L2 is detected indicating that 
structures are more organized than those at +/- R of 1 (red lines, Fig. 5A and 5B). Furthermore, the 
respective intensity of lamellar and cubic phases detected for both lipoplexes indicates that the 
addition of alginate prompts the predominance of a cubic phase in Nalg-siLex, while lamellar phase is 
more evident in siLex suspension. In order to increase the peak intensity of SAXS profiles, lipoplexes 
were prepared twice as concentrated (blue lines, Fig. 5). In the case of siLex, C1 and L1 reflections 
merged and a great hump appeared next to C2 reflection which could be attributed to the formation 
of other lipid structures or a volume of amorphous material. Furthermore, the observed changes in 
peak intensity suggest that there is an increase of cubic phase volume and a decrease of lamellar 
phase volume of lipoplexes. Regarding to Nalg-siLex, the increase in concentration did not seem to 
affect the relative proportion of the two phases, lamellar and cubic. Through the comparison of SAXS 
profiles of both types of lipoplexes dispersions at different concentrations and +/- R of 8, it seems 
that the addition of alginate favors the coexistence and stability of lamellar/ cubic phases, which 
keep their approximate volume proportion, while the siLex dispersion modifies the measured profile, 
leading to the emergence of additional (and distinct) structural organization. 
In most articles in the literature, samples used in SAXS analyses are made at low water content, 
allowing the detection of defined and sharp phase reflections and easy result interpretations. 
However, lipid concentrations commonly used in biological assays are far from the conditions used in 
SAXS analyses, in particular because of the high cytotoxicity induced by high lipid content [17, 30]. 
Therefore, we decided to evaluate the structures of our lipid nanoparticles prepared as more diluted 
dispersions. At these conditions, the results of SAXS experiments revealed broad peaks, consistent 
with the fact that the samples were prepared in more than 90 % water, even for the most 
concentrated lipoplexes dispersions used in this work. Previous reports showed that the dilution of 
particles prepared with mixtures of cationic lipid and cubic phase-forming lipids (0.02 wt % in 
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optiMEM) modifies SAXS profiles, revealing only the first two reflections of the cubic phase detected 
in the same sample at higher concentration [30]. The authors showed that in diluted conditions, 
peaks in SAXS spectra are broad due to small domain size of phases, which is consistent with our 
results presented in Fig. 5. In addition, since we studied lipoplexes prepared at +/- R of 8, that is to 
say in the presence of an excess of lipids with respect to the anionic molecules, lipids which are not 
incorporated into lipoplexes could be considered as another factor that broadens the detected 
reflections due to the formation of different coexisting and less organized structures. 
 
Cell studies have shown that while containing more lipids, which is potentially cytotoxic, Nalg-siLex 
do not induce more toxicity than siLex, while exhibiting a significant increase in gene silencing 
efficiency. This increase in efficiency is not due to an effect of alginate on RNAi machinery (Fig. 6C). 
The induction of inflammatory cytokines observed in the serum of injected mice is probably due to 
the known activator effect of siRNAs. Indeed, nucleic acids are key structures sensed by the innate 
immune system, which comprises the cells and mechanisms that defend the host from infection by 
other organisms in a non-specific manner [39]. The corresponding receptors for foreign nucleic acids 
include members of Toll-like receptors (TLR), RIG-I-like receptors, and intracellular DNA sensors [40-
41]. However, the administration of Nalg-siLex does not induce more inflammatory cytokine 
production than that of siLex. 
 
5. Conclusion 
In this study, we subjected the siRNA lipoplexes prepared with sodium alginate (Nalg-siLex) to 
extensive characterization using complementary methods for advanced analysis of the surface and 
structure, comparing them to vectors without anionic polymer (siLex). Notably, we have used XPS to 
compare the surface of both type of lipoplexes and identified, on the surface of conventional 
lipoplexes (siLex), an unusual peak in the N 1s region that could indicate the presence of the cationic 
nitrogen of DMAPAP, possibly interacting electrostatically with phosphate groups of siRNA. This peak 
was not observed in Nalg-siLex, suggesting that siRNA is less exposed in these innovative lipoplexes. 
The structure characterization by SAXS showed that both lipoplexes presented lipid organization as 
coexisting lamellar and cubic phases, but in different ratio of each one. The inclusion of alginate 
seems to maintain the lipid phase ratio independently of suspension concentration. These findings 
are in accordance with the TEM images and size distribution of siLex and Nalg-siLex which show 
distinct microscopic aspect and better homogeneity of Nalg-siLex. Although requiring the addition of 
more lipids for their preparation, these particles do not exhibit more toxicity on cells or in animals 
than particles without alginate, while having a much higher in vitro gene silencing efficiency. The 
addition of alginate makes it possible to obtain a siRNA delivery vector compatible with in vivo 
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administration, which is more stable and more effective than the initial vector (without alginate). We 
have already demonstrated the effectiveness of these particles in two animal models, chick embryo 
[42] and mouse (supplementary data Fig. S2). Thanks to this inexpensive, non-toxic and 
biocompatible molecule, it is easy to increase the stability and effectiveness of lipoplexes. 
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